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Adjusting Crop Acreages for War 
Production to the Soil 
Resources of Iowa 1 
By A. J. ENGLEIIOllN AND A. C. BUNCE' 
To some people soil conservation is a peacetime luxury; to 
others it is a first csscntial of land use. Some say, "We are at 
war now, what does soil·matter? Plow it up." Others say, "For 
many years we have been learning eonservation; we must not 
now throwaway our gains." 
Both attitudes are right if we distinguish between soils which 
are subject to serious erosion and those which are not, but they 
are wrong when applied to all soils without regard to their 
differences. Actually, we face the necessity of exploiting our 
soils to the point where we will obtain the most food and raw 
materials over the next 3 to 5 years. "Ve face a serious food 
shortage in terms of' the needs of our armed forces, our civilian 
population, our allies and the hungry masses which will soon 
be freed from tyranny. To meet these needs we should produce 
the maximum amount of feeds and food products required. We 
also need to adjnst our diets to eonsume more of those foods 
which yield the most nourishment per acre. 
In Iowa we have increased our acreage of intertilled crops by 
almost 3 million acres from 1941 to 1943 in an effort to increase 
our output of required crops. Where land planted to corn or 
soybeans produces more food for human consnmption than doe~ 
land in small grains or ronghage, this trend to expand the 
acreage of intertilled crops will probably continue over the next 
few years. This raises the vital question of how far we can go 
in expanding our intertilJed crops and on what soils should these 
crops be grown if we arc to avoid a serious increase in erosion. 
We should expand our intertilled crops where this will give the 
greatest production over the next 3 to 5 years, but, at the same 
1 This study was conducted as part of Projects 745 and 578 of the Iowa 
Agricultural Experiment Station. The Research Division of the Soli Con-
servation Service. United Sta.tes Department of A~riculture. cooperated In 
the latter project but is in no way responsible for the material or the 
opinions expressed here. 
2 The authors wish to express their Indebtedness to the many specialists 
who assisted in laying the foundations for this study. They are particularly 
Indebted to :Mr. L. O. Allbaugh. Associate Director of Extension: :Mr. Frank 
Mendell. Assistant State Conservationist of the Sol! Conserva.tion Service: 
and Dr. W. H. Pierre. Head. Department of Agronomy. for their excellent 
criticisms and suggestions: aml to Mrs. Lydia T. \Vhite who was mainly 
responsible for the tabulating Involved in the study. 
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time, we have to avoid indiscriminate plowing up of pasture and 
hay on sloping' lands because this may not produce the most 
food if serious erosion develops. To attain 'I1wxint1trtt produCtion, 
therefm'e, theacl'eage of intertilled crops m1tSt be related to the 
soil type, the slope of the land and the M'osion control practices 
adopted. 
This study attempts to determine the maximum acreage of 
intertilled crops for war production and indicates the areas 
where they should be grown if we arc to avoid permanently im-
pairing our soil resources. This does not mean that these upper 
limits are l'econtmended as the most desirable land use for war 
p,·od1tction. They merely indicate in what areas and on what 
soils intertilled crops may bc grown intensively, without ser-
iously increasing erosion. The study also indicates the acreages 
of small grains, soil conserving crops and permanent pasture 
that should be associated with the maximum acreage of inter-
tilledel'0ps. Because these acreages of intertilled crops can not 
be maintained over a long period, the probablc post-war crop 
acreage adjustments are briefly considered. 
Each farmer in developing production plans for his own farm 
has to consider not only his land but also the labor and equip-
ment available. This makes it impossible to lay down hard and 
fast rules of land use that will apply to all farms.' Certain 
principles, however, may be used as a guide in order to maximize 
. war production: These may be summarized as follows: 
1. . To obtain the greatest production during the war we need 
to draw more heavily upon our reserve of soil fertility. 
2. In order to avoid unnecessary destruction of soils by in-
creased erosion, we should use our level lands not subject 
to erosion up to the limit for producing crops such as corn 
and soybeans. The more we can increase these erosive crops 
on the level lands, the less the need to increase them on the, 
slopes, 
3. On sloping lands agricultural production can be stepped up 
in three ways without increasing erosion: 
a. More feed can be purchased thus enabling more livestock 
to be fed on the farm, (Better balanced rations, improv-
. ed sanitation and other desirable practices will help to 
make the available feed go further.) 
b. Pasture 6nd hay lands can be made to yield more by 
liming, fertilizing, reseeding with high yielding legumes 
and controlling weeds. Controlled grazing will also help 
obtain the maximum amount of feed per acre. 
c. The acreage of row crops can be expanded, provided that 
the necessary erosion control practices (U'C used to pre-
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vent soil washing. This means that the land should be 
planted on the contour and, in many cases, strip-cropped 
so the downhill flow of water is controlled. These prac-
tices should also be applied to much of the sloping land 
at present in crops, both to reduce present erosion and 
to increase yields. 
In order to maximize production, all the above principles and 
relationships need to be taken into· account. It must be em-
phasized that good soil management to maintain or increase 
yields should always be considered with acreages to estimate 
total production; in many cases increases in yields provide 
greater opportunities for expanding production than do shifts 
in crop acreages. The present study touches upon the above 
practices only to show how they may modify the application and 
use of the estimates of'maximum acreages of row crops as they 
are presented here. This publication brings together the avail-
able information on soil types and slopes. and shows how these 
physical resources may be used if we are to maximize the pro-
duction of intertilled crops and avoid serious soil erosion. 
HOW THE ESTIMATES WERE MADE 
All counties in the state were grouped into three classes ac-
cording to the seriousness of erosion in the county as a whole. 
The three classes were: 
Class A-Little 01' no erosion hazard 
Class B-l\Ioderate erosion hazard 
Class C-Severe erosion hazard 
The classification was largely based upon soil surveys, the re-
connaisance erosion survey of the state and on our knowledge 
of topographic variations in the counties. The map (fig. 1) shows 
the distribution of these classes by type-of-farming area . 
. For each county the acreages of all major soil types were 
estimated according to five slope classes as follows; Level (0-3 
percent slopes), undulating (3-7 percent slopes), rolling (7-13 
percent slopes), hilly (13-18 percent slopes) and steep slopes 
(18 percent and over). 
These acreages of soil types in various slope classes were ob-
tained from county soil surveys supplemented by. additional 
data available in other surveys, such as the reconnaisance ero-
sion survey. Since the soil survey reports give the total acreage 
for the county and in elude land in roads and towns, this figure 
had to be corrected to obtain the total acres of farm land. A 
corrcction coefficient was obtained for each county by taking 
the 1935 census figure for" uHland in farms," subtracting" all 
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Fig. 1. Counties classified by erosion hazard and by type-of-farmlng 
area, Iowa. 1943. 
other land 'in farms" (i.e., roads, buildings and homesteads, 
etc.), and dividing the remainder by the total acres for the 
county. The county acreage of each soil type and slope class was 
then multiplied by the correction coefficicnt to obtain the acreage 
of farm land in each soil type and slope class. 
The acres of woodland pastured and not pastur('d were also 
ubtained from the 1935 census and were allotted to the soil 
and slope groups according to information in the soil survey 
reports and according to our knowledge. The woodland was 
then deducted from the acres of farm land to obtain the acres 
of agricultural land. "Agricultural land" includes all per-
manent pasture and the crop land to which rotations were ap-
plied to obtain the acreages of various crops. Estimating the 
acreage of permanent pasture raised several difficultics: 
1. Other important factors such as drainage and location af-
fect land usc as well as the soil type and slope. IJimiting 
t he acreage of permanent pasture to the soils and slopes 
which should be in permanent vegetation excludes areas 
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which would be in permanent pasture because of other phy-
sical factors. . 
:!. The distinction betwcen plowable and othcr pasture is not 
based solcly upon physical characteristics but also upon 
intent. 
To obtain an estimate of the total permanent pasture for each 
of the soil types, two criteria were used: (1) Soil types all 
various slope classes which should be in permanent vegetation 
were all placed in permanent pasture, and (2) acreages of soil 
types subject to overflow or often needing drainage were also 
placed in permanent pasture and thcse figures were adjusted 
to the 1935 census data. The final figures, therefore, were based 
upon phYSIcal conditions and the 1935 census figures. 3 
By deducting the acres in pcrmanent pasture from the acres 
in agricultural land the acres of rotated land for the various 
soil types and slope classes were obtained for each county. To 
these figures were applied rotations designed to maximize the 
production of intertillcd crops over a 3 to 5-year period. The 
rotations for the major soil types and slope classes are given in 
table 1 with the percentage of the land in corn (or other inter-
tilled crops), oats (or other small grains) and in soil conserving 
crops (hay and rotated pasture) ; the total acres of rotation land 
in each soil type and slope class are also given for the state as 
a whole. 
The rotations listed in table 1 assume that present conserva-
tion practices arc not changed; these rotations were modified to 
allow slightly higher percentages of intertilled crops where 
simple conservation practices such as contour planting and strip 
cropping could be adopted. By applying these two sets of rota-
tions to the acreages in each soil type and slope class in the 
county, two sets of figures were obtained; these gave the acre-
ages of row crops, small grains and soil conserving crops which 
could be grown under prescnt practices and with simple con-
s(orvation practices. The S11m of the acreagcs of these crops on 
diffcrent soils gave the estimated war production acreages for 
each county (tables 10 to 14) and these are brought together by 
type of farming region for the state as a whole (table 2). 
The detailed figures giving the estimated wartime acreages 
of crops on each soil type and slope class are presented for each 
type-of-farming area (tables 5 to 9). 
3 In order to avoid confusion resulting from the fact that "plowable" 
and "permanent" pasture figures are indefinite. permanent pasture figures 
and soil conserving crops ("plowable" hay and pasture) in the rotation lanu 
are combined and listed as "all hay and pasture." 
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WAR ESTIMATES COMPARED TO PRE-WAR AND 
PROBABLE POST-WAR ACREAGES 
In order to provide a basis of comparison, the acreages of 
crops and permanent pasture were calculated from the assessors' 
records as reported in the Iowa Yearbook of Agriculture for 1940 
to represent the pre-war period. The land use recommendations 
of' the county land use planning committees provide a basis 
for ~omparing the wartime estimates to a long time or permanent 
land use plan. To facilitate the comparison the three sets of 
'figures are summarized for each county: (1) The 1940 land use 
(representing the pre-war acreages), (2)' the landtise recom· 
mended by the planning committees in 1937', and (3) the esti-
mated 'war production acreages with (a) present practices and 
(b) simple conservation practices. 
, The county figures are presented in tables 10 to ]4' and 
brought together bytype-of-farming area for the state in table 
2. The county and state tables give the following acreages: 
Land area; land in farms, woodland (pastured and not pastur-
ed), agricultural land, permanent pasture, all 'hay and pasture 
(permanent pasture plus soil conserving· crops), rotated land, 
intertilled crops, small grains and soil conserving crops. 
, In order to -indicate clearly the fact that the estimated war 
acreages are based upon the necessity of exploiting our non-
erodible soils, the differences between the estimated war acreages 
(with present practices) and the acreages recommended' by the 
county planning committees were calculated. These figures give 
the approximate changes in crop acreages that may take place 
in the post-war period as we return to a permanent non-exploit-
ive agriculture .• This a~sumes that the ,acreage of -intertillcd 
crops will reach the estimated maximum (with present ,practices) 
and that the expansion will occur on the level productive soils. 
To the extent that increases in intertilled crops occur on sloping 
land without· the necessary, conservation praetices;, soil erosion 
will be- increased with the result that post-war adjustments will 
"be 'more drastic. , 
Any estimate of this nature applied -to the future can only 
be tentative because changes in the techniques of soil manage-
ment may increase, the acreage of row crops that can be per-
manently, maintained., Similarly, the widespread application of 
terracing and other conservation practices together with the 
draining of w~t'lands might expand the aereage of row crops 
beyond what is considered possible at present. 
LAND USE IN THE STATE AS A WHOLE 
The state summary figures given in table 2 reveal that of 
the 35% million acres of land in Iowa approximately 32% 
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million acres are in farms. Of this land in farms about 30 
million acres are agricultural land (i.e. permanent pasture and 
rotation land) ; the rest is in woodland, farmsteads and roads. 
'rhe fact that the 1940 acreage, the county planning, recom-
mendation.s and our estimates are all very close indicates that 
these figures can probably not be varied greatly during the war 
period. 
Because the figures for permanent pasture show considerable 
variation,' the acreages of all' hay and pasture land are more 
significant in revealing the' change in land use for the war 
period. In 1940 the aereage of hay and pasture was 13,388 
thousand acres with the county planning committees recom-
mending 13,084 thousand acres. In contrast to this, the mini-
mum estimated acreage of these crops during the war period is 
10,713 thousand acres with present practices and 8,014 thousand 
acres with contouring and strip cropping.. . . 
The three rotation land estimates show rather large differ-. 
ences, but the figures vary inversely with the permanent pasture 
figures, indicating that the differences are largely due to varia-
tions in classifying grass land as permanent pasture or plowable 
pasture. Our estimated acreage of rotation. land is 25.3 million 
acres; the 1941 acreages of all crop land, according to the AAA 
records, was 25.5 million acres, and this indicates that the use 
of our estimate as a basis for applying the wartime rotations to 
obtain the acreage of intertilled and other crops is reasonable. 
The. maximum wartime acreage of intertilled crops with 
present practices is about 141;2 million acres. This appears to 
be a large increase over the 101;2 million acres grown in 1940 
and the 10 million acres recommended by the county com-
mittees. An examination of the actual historical trend, however, 
as pre~ented in table 3, shows that the acreage of intertilled 
crops has increased rapidly from 1941 and will probably reach 
between 13 and 131;2 million acres for 1943. The estimated war-
time maximum with present practices is· only a million· acres 
beyond this figure, and these estimates assume that the inter-
tilled crops will be planted on the level productive soils. 
With the adoption of needed conservation practices such as 
contour farming and strip cropping, the acreage of row crops 
could be pushed up to about 17 million acres, but tliis estimate 
assumes that these practices wO'uld be applied to all the sloping 
land. It is not likely that conservation practices will be rapidly 
applied on the wide scale needed during the next few years be-
cause of the slowness with which new methods are adopted. 
Today less than 10 percent of the Jand that should be farmed 
on the contour is handled in this way. 
The expansion of intertilled erops occurs at the expense of 
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small grains and soil conserving crops. As indicated in table 3, 
small grains have already declined about half a million acres 
a year from 1941 to 1943. The estimated minimum for wat' 
production is again about half a million acres below the 1943 
figure. The estimated wartime minimum of all hay and pasture 
. is about 2% million acres less than in 1940. This is a reduction 
of almost 20 percent in the total hay and pasture acreage. 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE ESTIMATED WAR 
PRODUCTION ACREAGES BY SLOPE CI.JASSES 
From these general figures we now turn to an analysis of the 
distribution of the estimated crop acres according to the slope 
classes for the state as a whole. Because slope is so closely 
related to erosion in Iowa, any expansion of intertilled crops 
should occur only on the level fertile soils unless conservation 
practices are adopted. Table 4 shows that if the crop land in 
Iowa were farmed according to the rotations used to obtain thl' 
estimates: 
47 percent (6,790,000 acres) of the 14,567,000 acres of inter-
tilled crops would be on level land; 
36 percent (5,214,000 acres) would be on undulatipg land 
(3 percent to 7 percent slope) ; 
15 percent (2,189,000 acres) would be on rolling land (7 per-
cent to 13 percent slope) ; 
Only 2 percent (357,000 acres) would be on hilly land (13 per-
cent to 18 percent slope). 
If conservation practices were employed, the estimate for 
intertilled crops would be increased to 17,168,000 acres distribut-
ed as follows: 
40 percent (6,8]5,000 acres) would be on levelland 
40 percent (6,841,000 acres) would be on undulating land 
18 percent (3,066,000 acres) would be on rolling land 
2 percent ( 429,000 acres) would be on hilly land 
The largest increase would occur on the undulating land 
where simple practices such as contouring and strip cropping 
are effective in controlling erosion. 
If we classify the estimated crop acreagl's for war production 
by the percentage of the land in each slope class that is used for 
various crops the distribution shown at the top of the next 
page is obtained.4 
These percentages clearly reveal the relationship of the acreages 
of various crops to slope. As the slope increases the perccnt 
of the land in intertilled crops declines, the percent in soil con-
• Calculated from table 4. 
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Acres of' Present practices Conservation practices 
Slope class rotation land percent in: percent in: (thousand ------------------(Percent) acres) Inter- Small Soil con- Inter- Small Soil OOD-
tilled grains serving tilled grains 8erving 
---------------
Level 0-3 8,235 82 16 2 82 16 2 
Undulating 3-7 9,157 57 21 22 75 20 5 
Rolling 7-13 6,194 35 22 43 50 23 27 
Hilly 13-18 1,585 23 22 55 21 26 47 
Steep IS-up 101 16 15 69 16 15 69 
serving crops increases, while small grains change very little. 
'I'he application of conservation practices makes no change in 
the use of levelland and steep land, but it makes a considerable 
difference on the undulating and rolling lands. Essentially tlWS(! 
fign1'es 1·e.p1·esent the most desimble distribntion of ow' land 
1'Cs01trCes to val'ions crops if intet·tilled crops are to be maxi-
mized during the war period and erosion kept to a minimmn. 
SHOULD INTERTILLED CROPS BE INCREASED? 
As was pointed out in the introduction the estimated upper 
limits of intertilled crops do not represent the most desirable 
pattern of land use for war production. They simply indicate 
how far we can go and where increases should go in' relation-
ship to the physical land resources. 
Table 3 indicates that, according to the 1943 intentions, we 
have reached the maximum wartime acreage of intertilled crops, 
with present practices, in the Western Livestock Area. Further 
expansion in this area should take place only as we apply more 
and more conservation practiccs. Actually much of the land 
now in row crops should be farmed on the contour if serious 
erosion is to be avoided. Further expansion, except as it occurs 
on the level, productive soils, may not only cause a more serious 
erosion problem but may actually cut down ottr war IJl"oduction 
ove!" the next 5 years unless the necessary conservation practices 
are adopted. 
In the Eastern Livestock Area intertilled crops have not 
quite reached the limit with present practices, and an addi-
tional 200,000 acres would be planted if the suggested rotations 
were applied in this area. This is less than an 8 percent in-
crease over 1943. If simple conservation practices were applied 
where needed an additional 500,000 acres could be planted to 
intertilled crops, In this area, therefore, any considerable in-
crease in row crops should only be encouraged as conservation 
practices are adopted, 
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In the North Central Cash Grain Area, row crops can be' 
expanded about 420,000 acres under present practices provided 
that these crops are grown on the least erosive soils and slopes. 
If simple conservation practices such as contouring and strip 
cropping were adopted an additional 470,000 acres of row crops 
could be grown in this area. The reason why this large increase 
is possible is shown in table 4. Out of 5,851,000 acres of rota-
tion land, 4,810,000 acres are level or undulating (under 7 per-
ccnt slopes). Only 120,000 acres are hilly (13 percent to 18 
percent slopes) and none is steep. The limiting factors retard-
ing an expansion of row crops in this area arc (1) the need to 
maintain a small acreage of hay and grass land for the live-
stock kept on the farms, (2) the shortage of labor to meet the 
peak seasonal loads, and (3) a wide corn-hog ratio which might 
make it more profitable for farmers to use their labor and re-
sources to feed hogs even when this may reduce the acres of 
corn they can grow: From the point of view of attaining the 
maximum production of row crops, however, these crops should 
be pushed to the limit even at the expense of reducing the live-
stock numbers. The surplus feed CQJlld then be shipped out 
and made available in other areas where 1abor is available and 
the land is not adapted to the .production of row crops. Where 
soybeans arc to b~produccd and shipped out the acreage should 
be concentrated in this surplus feed are~. '. . 
: .~n the Southern Pasturc Area there i~ a much st;naller acreage 
of rotation land and a large acreage of, permanent pasture. 
'rable 3 shows that if the land ,were used correctly for producing 
the maximum of ' inter tilled crops with present practices a,bout 
272,qoo a<Iditional acres could be grown j with qonservation 
pr~ctices ,an additional, 31)1,000 90uld be produced. Further 
expansion over the 1943 acreage should be limited to the level 
lands. unless conservation practices are adopted on a wide scale. 
Because all hay and pasture amount to 2% million acres, ~vhile 
row. crops are less than 2 million acres, large. production i~­
crease~ may be obtained by inc.reasing the yields of hay' and 
grass as well as by the expansion of row crops on the level lands. 
This means a widespread application of such practices as l~ming, 
fertilizing, reseeding to high yielding. legumes, weed ,control 
and rotation grazing. Be~ause' the area is a. deficit feed area, 
soybeans grown for oil might be reduced and the acreage of ,corn 
increased as far as possible on the soils not subject to erosion. 
, ,In the Northeast Dairy Area row crops; could be expanded 
abont340,000 acres, under present practices and by all additional 
430,000 acres if conservation practices were adopted. In this 
area, however, making full use of dairy herds and dairy equip-
ment may mean that very little expansion of intertilled crops 
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should occur because -this might curtail the production of hay 
and grass to the point where other resources would not be fully 
utilized. Under these circumstances no general rule can be 
made because the final answer lies in the urgency of the national 
need for milk compared to hogs or other products. We 'call 
say, however, that an' expansion of row crops that would curtail 
the production of milk shOUld not occur in this 'area until the 
maximum expansion of these crops has taken place in the Cash 
Grain Area. 
In conclusion' we must again point out the fact that each 
farmer must consider all his resources' of land, labor supply, 
livestock and equipment in deciding how he may best maximize 
his production. The estimates prescnted here provide only a 
guide to where intertilled crops can be increased during the 
emergency period. In order to make the most of our resources 
we need government programs which will assist the individual 
farmer to make the necessary changes in his practices. Such 
programs range all the way from payments for contouring or 
liming and seeding legumes to arrangements for' making feed 
available in deficit areas through non-recourse loans. The out-
lines of such a unified production and conservation program have 
been published previously and need not be repeated here.5 
PROBABLE POST~W AR ADJUSTMENTS 
The probable post-war adjustments will depend upon how 
far we go in applying exploitive rotations during' the war per-
iod. The rotatiollS applied to the less erosive lands are definitely 
exploitive in nature and cannot be n1.aintained permanently 
after the emergency. In order to provide a rough estimate of 
the probable adjustments, the land use planning committees' 
recommended acreages, and the estimated wartime acreages (with 
present practices) are compared and the differences recorded as 
indicating-the approximate size of the adjustments. 
Table 2 shows that for the state as a whole the acreage of 
intertilled crops may have to be reduced about 4 million acres, 
small grains increased about 2 million acres, and all hay and 
pasture increased about 2 million acres. This assumes that the 
acreage of intertilled crops will expand until it reaches the 
estimated war maximum (with present practices) and that the 
expansion' will occur on the level lands. Where this increase 
does not take place, as is, probably the case in the ,Eastern 
Dairy Area, these figures will be reduced. To the, extent that 
, • See Arthur C. Bunce. Using Our Soils for War Produotion. Pamphlet 
No. 7 In the Wartime Farm and Food Policy Series. Iowa State College 
Press. Ames, Iowa. April. 1943. 
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increases in row crops occur on sloping lands without the neces-
sary conservation practices, these estimates of post-war changes 
will be increased. 
In percentages ,these figures indicate a reduction of about 
35 percent in intertilled crops, an increase of about 40 percent 
in small grains and an increase of about 25 percent in all hay 
and pasture. These changes will have repercussion upon the 
livestock system and will mean adjustments in the numbers of 
hogs and cattle. To the extent that we can estimate the neces-
sary changes in' advance we can plan our farm operations to 
meet them and avoid serious damage to our soil resources. 
Because we are faced with the necessity of exploiting our 
level soils now we should recognize that part of the increased 
output of soybeans, or corn and hogs, represents a disinvest-
ment of our capital resources and not current income that can 
be maintained. Part of the income from war production, there-
fore, should be saved for the postwar period when income will 
decline as we build up the fertility we have exploited. To the 
extent that this is done, the danger of inflated land values re-
flecting temporary high net incomes is reduced. The necessity 
for this post-war investmen~ is the same whether we replace 
the fertility by large applications of fertilizer or by reducing 
the acreage of row crops which usually yield the highest net 
returns. In one case we will payout more cash in order to 
maintain yields and income; in the other cash outlays remain 
the same but income is reduced. Which of those two alternative:;; 
will be preferable will depend upon the availability and price of 
fertilizer, the condition of the' soil, the post-war food require-
ments and the prices of farm products. Adjustments will be 
inevitable as we return to permanent production plans, and the 
figures presented here indicate the relative seriousness of the 
adjustments in various areas. 
INTERPRETING THE COUNTY FIgURES 
Any estimates of the nature of those presented in this analysis 
are subject to error because of the lack of detailed in.formation 
regarding small units. If, for example, the county acreages arc 
used as a guide and applied to individual farms serious errors 
may be made. Anyone farm in a county may have a large 
area of level fertile land or a large area of rough rolling land. 
In planning individual farms, therefore, the specific rotations 
for various soil types and slope classes listed in table 1 should 
be used. The county figures simply represent a standard against 
which present acreages may be checked. Where the estimated 
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maximum acreage of intertilled crops has' already been reached 
or exceeded, then the danger of erosion must be 'seriously con-
sidered and every effort made to apply conservation practices 
on the sloping lands. 
It will be noted that the acreages of soil types by slope classes 
is presented by type of farming region in tables 5 to 9 but 
these figures are not broken down for the individual countics. 
This is because conditions vary within type-of-farming areas and 
the application of average figures for the distribution of soils 
by slopes may be inaccurate when broken down by counties. As 
more detailed surveys become available, the estimated figures 
presented here can be corrected. For the immediate emergency, 
however, it is essential that we make use of the information now 
available if we are to use our soil resources most wisely to in-
crease intertillcd crops and at the same time avoid serious 
erosion. 
At all times we must remember that production is a product 
of both acreage and yields. Simply increasing the acreage of 
intertilled crops will not maximize production unless the in-
creases occur only on those soils and areas where yields will not 
rapidly decline as rot.ations are shortened and small grains and 
legumes are reduced. In addition to soil fertility, damage from 
diseases and insect pests must be considered as it affects yields 
and desirable rotations. The rotations used in this study will 
act as a guide, but. we must remember that soil types may vary 
in productiveness because of past treatments. The knowledge 
and judgment. of the individual farmer always provides the best 
guide to the sound use of his land, labor and other resources. 
Each farm should be planned as a unit, and all resources have 
to be considered if we are to maximize our war production. 
While the primary resource of agriculture is the land, and its 
most effective use provides the basis of all production planning, 
we cannot. neglect the modifications that occur due to variations 
in other factors. 
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ARRANGEMENT OF TABLES 
TABLE 1 presents the basic material on which this study is based and 
lists: 
(1) _ The groups of major soil types in the state. 
(2) The acreages "in each slope class in rotation or crop land. 
(3) . The suggested rotations for the various soil type groups and' 
slope classes. . 
(4) The percentage of the land which will be :in various crQPs if 
these rotations are followed. 
The rotations listed .in this table may be used as a guide in planning 
individual farms where it is desirable to maximize the .production of. 
intertilled crops. The classification on which the soil type gx:oups are 
based is given in the appendix. . ' . . .. 
TABLE 2 presents a summary of land use patterns' for each type of 
farming area and tlie state, together with the approximate post-war 
adjustments that may be necessary as we move from war production 
to less exploitive rotations. The land use patterns tabulated are: 
. (1) The 1940 acreages of crops and pasture. 
(2) The acreages of crops and pasture that would result if the. 
County Planning Board recommendations were put into prac-
tice. '.
(3) The acreages of crops and pasture that would result if the war 
rotations listed in table 1 were applied to the land with present 
practices and with simple cOWlervation practices. The ap-
proximate post-war adjustment figures are the differences be-
tween the estimated war production acreages and the acreages' 
recommended .by the County Planning Boards. 
TABLE 3 gives the historical trend of the acreages of intertilled crops 
and small grains by type of farming regions and the state and shows 
the relationship of the war .estimates to' these acreages. 
TABLE 4 shows the distribution on various slopes of the war acreages 
of crops that would result from applying the suggested rotations with 
present practices and with conservation practices. The table also lists 
the estimated acreage of land in each slope class for type of farming-
regions an.d the state. 
TABLES 5 TO 9 give the distribution of the estimated war acreages of 
crops with present practices and with conservation practices on the 
major soil groups and slope classes for each type of farming area. 
TABLES 10 TO 14 present the same material as that in table 2 for 
each county in the five types of farming areas .. The counties are listed 
by erosion class (see fig. 1, page 110) and alphabetically within each 
class. 
APPENDIX. The appendix gives' the classification of soils used in 
this study and lists the soil types and their group numbers. This 
classification was taken from The Handbook of Agronomy pz:epared by 
the Agronomy Department, Iowa State College. Mimeographed, May, 
1942. Ames, Iowa. 
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ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE TABLES 
In the following tables it was found necessary to use several abo 
breviations in order to save space. The same symbols have been used 
throughout. 
1. Slope dasses 
2. Rotations 
L=level (0-3 percent slope) 
U=undulating (3·7 percent slope) 
R=rolling (7·13 percent slope) 
H=hilly (13-18 percent slope) 
St::;:steep (over 18 percent slope) 
IT =-mtertilled crops 
SG=small grains 
SC=sOlI conserving (hay and pasture on rotation 
land) _ 
C=corn 
SB =soybeans 
(Sci) =Sweet clover seeded with small grain for green 
manure. 
3. Estimates 
Est. Max.=estimated maximum 
Est. Min.=estimated minimum 
(Pres. prac.) =present practices. This assumes no widespread 
change from present soil management or conser· 
vation practices. 
(Cons. prac.) = conservation practices. This assumes that simple 
conservation practices, such as contouring and 
strip cropping, are used where needed. 
4. Type of Farming Areas . 
I or NED=Northeast Dairy Area 
II or CG=North Central Gash Grain Area 
III or WL=Western Livestock Area 
IV or SP=Southern Pasture Area 
V or EL=Eastern Livestock Area 
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TABLE 1. ACREAGES OF SOIL TYPES BY SLOPE CLASSES FOR IOWA ANll 
ROTATIONS USED TO ESTIMATE THE UPPER LIMITS 
OF INTERTILLED CROPS. 
Soil types' 
Slope 
Percentage with 
Rotation present practices 
class land (1000 Type rotation, ----
--Group percent acres) 
No. Name IT SG SC 
--
At Knox .i1t loam R 7-13 7 C-SG-SC-SC-SC 20 20 60 
H 13-18 27 C-SG-SC-SC-SC-SC 17 17 66 
St 18-up 12 SG-SC-SC-SC-SC 0 20' 80 
A2 Marshall & Tama L 0-3 568 C-C-SB~C-SG(S el.) 80 20 0 
silt loam. U 3-7 3100 C-C-C-SG-SC 60 20 20 
R 7-13 2781 C-C-SG-SC-SC 40 20 40 
H 13-18 614 C-SG-SC-SC 25 25 50 
St 18-up 51 . C-SG-SC-SC-SC-SC .17 17 66 
A3 Shelby & Haig U 3-7 114 C-SG-SC 33-~ 33-)i 33-)i 
soil. It 7-13 706 C-SG-SC-SC 25 25 50 
H 13-18 200 C-SG-SC-SC-SC-SC 17 17 66 
St 18-up 2 C-SG-SC-SC-SC-SC-SC 15 15 70 
A3 Marshall & Tama R 7-13 76 C-C-SG-SC-SC-SC 33 17 50 
silt loam H 13-18 96 C-SG-SC-SC 25 25 50 (.hallow phase) 
A4 Carrington & L 0-3 775 C-C-SB-C-SG (S el.) 80 20 0 
Clarion loam & U 3-7 3399 C-C-C-SG-SC 60 20 20 
silt loam R 7-13 1446 C-C-SG-SC-SC 40 20 40 
II 13-18 166 C-SG-SC-SC 25 25 50 
St IS-up 1 C-SG-SC-SC-SC 20 20 60 
A5 Dickinson and U 3-7 119 C-SG-SC-SC 25 25 50 
Pierce sandy It 7-13 126 C-SG-SC-SC-SC 20 20 60 
soils H 13-18 40 C-SG-SC-SC-SC 20 20 60 
A6 Carrington & 1. 0-3 3 C-C-C-SG-SC 60 20 20 
Clarion sandy U 3-7 47 C-C-SG-SC-SC 40 20 40 
soils It 7-13 S7 C-SG-SC-SC 25 25 50 
H 13-18 4 C-SG-SC-SC-SC-SC 17 17 66 
A7 Dodgeville and L 0-3 1 C-C-SG-SC 50 25 25 
Mill.dale .oil. U 3-7 11 C-SG-SC 33-)i 33-)i 33-~ 
It 7-13 28 C-SG-SC-SC 25 25 50 
H 13-18 7 SC 0 0 100 
B8 Downs .ilt loam U 3-7 11 C-C-SG-SC-SC 40 20 40 
R 7-13 45 C-SG-SC-SC 25 25 50 
H 13-18 36 C-SG-SC-SC-SC 20 20 60 
St IS-up 3 C-SG-SC-SC-SC-SC 15 15 70 
B9 Fayette silt U 3-7 139 C-C-SG-SC-SC 40 20 40 
loam It 7-13 174 C-SG-SC-SC 25 25 50 
H 13-18 129 C-SG-SC-SC-SC 20 20 60 
St IS-up 7 C-SG-SC-SC-SC-SC 15 15 70 
CIO Clinton and U 3-7 424 C-SG-SC 33-)i 33-)i 33-~ 
Weller silt R 7-13 680 C-SG-SC-SC 25 25 50 
loam H 13-18 207 C-SG-SC-SC-SC 20 20 60 
St IS-up 5 C-SG-Sc,.SC-SC 20 20 60 
Cll Clinton & H 13-18 
Fayette sandy 
ooils 
1 C-SG-SC-SC-SC-SC 17 17 66 
C12 Clinton & R 7-13 10 C-SG-SC-SC-SC 20 20 60 
Fayette silt 
10amB 
(shallow phsBe) 
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TABLE 1. ACREAGES OF SOIL TYPES BY SLOPE CLASSES FOR IOWA AND 
ROTATIONS USED TO ESTIMATE THE UPPER LIMITS 
OF INTERTILLED CROPS.-Continued 
Soil types' Percentage with 
Slope Rotation present practices 
clas8 . land (1000 Type rotation' 
------Group percent acres) 
SC No. Name IT SG 
--
013 Muscatine and 
Webster soils X; 0-3 3417 C-C-SB-C-SG (S cl.) 80 20 0 
014 Floyd & Garwin 
soils 
015 Clyde soils 
013 Grundy silt L 0-3 961 C-C-SB-C-SG (S cl.) 80 20 0 
loam and silty U 3-7 635 C-C-BG-SC 50 25 25 
clay loam 
E16 Edina silt loam L 0-3 13 C-C-c-sa--SC 60 20 20 
E17 Marion and Put- L o-a 158 C-C-BG-SC-SC 40 20 40 
nam silt loams U 3-7 5 C-SG-SC aa-M 33-Ji aa-Ji 
F18 Buckner Sparta L 0-3 188 C-C-C-SG-SC 60 20 20 
FI9 Plainfield sands U 3-'1 33 C-C-SG-SC 50 25 25 
G20 Lindley and U 3-'1 5 C-SG-SC-SC 25 25 50 
Gosport soils R '1-13 28 C-SG-SC-SC-SC-SC 17 17 66 
H 13-18 65 C-SG-SC-SC-SC-SC-SC 15 15 70 
St 1S-up 19 SG-SC-SC-SC-SC 0 20 80 
G21 Cass, Sarpl' and L 0-3 154 C-C-C-SG-SC 60 20 20 
G22 similar sandy 
G23 bpttomland soils 
G24 Wabasb & similar L 0-3 1644 Continuous corn 100 0 0 
bottomland soils 
G25 Lamoure, Gen- L 0-3 199 C-C-SB-G-SG (S c1.) 80 20 0 
G26 esee and similar 
bottomland soils 
G27- Peat and Muck L 0-3 89 Continuous corn 100 0 0 
A2 Terrace soils- L 0-3 66 Continuous corn 100 0 0 
014-15 heavy tex- U 3-7 1114 C-C-C-SG-SC 60 20 20 
E16-17 tures 
Note: For abbreviations see page 121. 
1 Not all soil types are listed by name In this table but a complete 
list, together with the classification from which the group numbers 
were taken, is given In the appendix. For soils not listed look up the 
group number and apply the rotation suggested above for that num-
ber. "\-Vhere two or more rotations for one group are given above, the 
one listed first has the most general application. Because In an 
emergency heavy textured terrace solis may be cropped more In-
tensively than other solis In their groups, they were treated separate-
ly In this study. 
• These are suggested rotations. Corn, soybeans for grain and 
other row crops may be substituted for each other, but it is assumed 
that when a high percentage of intert!lled crops Is specified part of 
it w!l1 be in soybeans. 
Where soil conserving crops are not Included in the rotation, It is 
assumed that a sweet clover catch crop wl11 be seeded wherever 
possible. 
Except on peat and muck solis sweet clover should be seeded at 
least every three years where corn Is grown continuously. 
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TABLE 2. 1940 ACREAGES, COUNTY PLANNING BOARD RECOMMENDATIONS, 
WAR ESTIMATES, AND APPROXIMATE POST-WAR ADJUSTMENTS 
BY TYPE-OF-FARMING AREA FOR IOWA. 
(Thousands of acres) 
State NED-I CG-II WL-III SP-IV EL-V 
total 
---------------
I. Land area 35,642 6,409 7,238 8,251 6,411 7,333 
2. uand in farms 32,535 5,823 6,606 7,595 5,852 6,659 
3. Woodland P & NP 2,337 566 243 288 702 538 
4. AORICULTURAL LAND 
5,123 5. 1940 30,086 5,254 6,326 '1,253 6,130 
6. County Planning 30,264 5,302 6,353 '1,341 5,152 6,116 
7. Estimate 30,203 5,259 6,363 7,310 5,148 6,123 
8. PBRMANBNT PASTURE 
9. 1940 3,912 866 46'1 604 1,0'14 901 
10. County Planning 5,739 1,022 665 1,0&7 1,702 1,263 
11. Estimate 4,925 885 512 974 1,512 1,042 
12. ALL HAY AND PASTURE 
13. 1940 13,388 2,422 1,948 2,'141 3,195 3,082 
14. County Planning 13,084 2,476 2,022 2,748 2,932 2,906 
15. E.t. Min. (Pres prac.) 10,'113 1,981 1.355 2.583 2,481 2,313 
16. Est. Min. (Cons. prac.) 8,014 1,498 843 1,718 2,193 1.762 
17. ROTATION LAND 
18. 1940 26,1'14 4,388 5.859 6,649 4,049 5,229 
19. County Planning 24,525 4,280 5,6S8 6,204 3.450 4,853 
20. Estimate 25,278 4,374 5,851 6,336 3,636 5,081 
21. INTIlRTILLBD CROPS 
22. 1940 10,652 1,727 2,648 ' 2,E69 1,337 2,071 
23. County Planning 10,272 1,641 2,558 2,801 1,292 1,980 
24. Est. Max. ~Pre8. pra •. ) 14,562 2,410 3,890 3,548 1,917 2,797 
25. Est. Max. Cons. prac ) 17,168 2,843 4,360 4,3/:6 2,268 3,341 
26. SMALL ORAINS 
27. 1940 6,046 Ugg· 1,730 1,643 591 977 28. County Planning 6,908 1,773 1,792 928 1,230 
29. Est. Min. (Pres. prRc.) 4,927 866 1,118 1,179 750 1,013 
30. E_t. Min. (Cons. prac.) 5,021. 918 1,160 1.236 687 1,020 
31. SOIL CONSERVING CBOPS 
32. 1940 9,476 1,556 1,481 2,137 2,121 2,181 
33. County Planning 7,345 1,454 1,357 1,661 1,230 1,643 
34. Est. Min. ~Pres prac.) 5,788 1,096 843 1,609 969 1,271 
35. Est. Min. Cons. prac.) 3,089 
-
613 331 744 681 720 
36. ApPBOX. POST-WABADJl7STMENT , 
37. lntertilled crops -4,290 -769 -1,332 -747 -625 -817 
38. SmaIl grains 1,981 318 6li5 613 178 217 
39. AIl hay and pasture 2,371 495 667 165 451 593 
Note: For abbreviations see pare 121. 
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TABLE 3. ACREAGES OF INTERTILLED CROPS AND SMALL GRAINS 1940 TO 
1943 AND WAR ESTIMATES BY TYPE-OF-FARMING AREA FOR IOWA. 
(Thou.and. of acres) 
• State NED-I CG-II WL-I11 SP-IV EL-V 
total 
---------------. 
INrl!lRrILLED C801'.8 
10,652 1,727 2,648 2,869 1,337 2,071 1940 
. 1941 10,650 1,711 2,612 2,857 1,317 2,154 
1942 12,207 1,949 3,124 3,233 1,474 2,427 
1943 (March estimates) 13,325 2,070 3,470 3,539 1,645 2,601 
Est. Max. ~Pre •. prac.) 14,562 2,410 3,890 3,548 1,917 2,797 
Est. Max. Cons. prac.) 17 ,~68 2,843 4,360 4,356 2,268 3,341 
SMALL GRAINS 
1940 6,048 1,105 1,730 1,643 591 977 
- 1941 6,595 1,15'1 1,904 1,7'14 650 '1,009 
1942 6,031 1,062 1,588 1,732 851 997 
, 1943 (March estimates) 5,683 1,024 1,436 1,615 839 948 
E.t. Min. (Pre •. prac.) 4,92'1 868 1,118 1,179 750 1,013 
Est. Min. (Cons. prac.) 5,021 918 1,180 1,236 687 1,020 
Note: For abbreviations aee page 121. 
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TABLE 4. ESTIMATED ACREAGES OF CROPS FOR WAR PRODUCTION BY 
SLOPE CLASSES AND TYPE-OF-FARMING AREA FOR IOWA. 
(Thousands of acres) 
Slope Rota- With With 
Area classes tion present practices consel"V'ation practices 
percent land· --------
SG I SC acres IT SG se IT 
------
I. NortheastDairy L 0-3 1,211 968 208 35 968 208 31> 
U 3-7 1,874 1,052 383 439 1,370 387 117 
R 7-13 1,032 339 225 468 448 267 317 
H 13-18 248 52 51 145 56 56 136 
St 18-up I) 
* 
... 9 ... * 9 
--------------
--
--
All 4,374 2,411 867 1.096 2,842 918 614 
-----------
----
II. Cash Grain L 0-3 2,884 2,362 514 8 2,363 514 7 
U 3-7 1,926 1,144 387 395 1.521 387 18 
R 7-13 921 356 187 378 446 227 248 
H 13-18 120 30 30 60 30 30 60 
------------------All 5,851 3,892 1,118 841 4,360 1,158 333 
---------------
III, Western Livestock L 0-3 1,689 1,436 212 41 1,445 212 32 
U 3-7 1,986 1,188 399 399 1,583 397 6 
It 7-13 1,870 733 382 755 1,081 384 405 
H 13-18 725 178 178 369 237 232 256 
5t IS-up 66 11 11 44 11 11 44 
------------------
All 6,336 3,546 1,182 1,608 4,357 1,236 743 
---------------
IV. Southern Pasture L o-a 1,156 914 187 55 927 190 39 
U 3-7 1,219 651 284 284 839 246 134 
R 7-13 ·990 305 228 457 449 206 335 
H 13-18 255 47 45 163 50 43 162 
St IS-up 16 3 2 11 3 2 11 
----------------
--
All 3,636 1,920 746 970 2,268 687 681 
---------------
V. Eastern Livestock L 0-3 1,295 1,110 177 8 1,112 178 5 
U 3-7 2,152 1,179 484 489 1,528 433 191 
R 7-13 1.381 456 303 622 642 3,';0 389 
H 13-18 237 50 45 142 56 56 125 
St IS-up 16 3 3 10 3 3 10 
----------------
--
All 5,081 2,798 1,012 1,271 3,341 1.020 720 
---------------
STATE L 0-3 8,235 6,790 1,298 147 6,815 1,302 118 
U 3-7 9,157 5,214 1,937 2.006 6,841 1,850 466 
R 7-13 6,194 2,189 1,325 2,680 3,066 1,434 1,694 
H 13-18 1,585 357 349 879 429 417 739 
St IS-up 107 17 16 '74 17 16 74 
------------------
All 25,278 14,567 4,925 5,786 17,168 5,019 3,091 
*u nder 500 acres. 
Note: For abbreviations see page 121, 
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TABLE 5. ESTIMATED ACREAGES OF CROPS FOR WAR PRODUCTION BY 
SOIL TYPE AND SLOPE CLASS FOR NORTHEAST DAIRY AREA. 
(Thousands of acres) 
Rota- With present With conservation 
Soil type Slope tion practice. practices 
class land 
----------Group percent acres 
No. Name IT SO SC IT SO SC 
------------
A2 Tams silt loam U 3-7 259 155 52 52 206 52 1 R 7-13 '250 100 50 100 150 50 50 
H 13-18 7 2 1 4 2 2 3 
A3 Shelby loam &: U 3-7 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 
silt loam R 7-13 4 1 1 2 1 1 2 
A4 Carrington &: L 0-3 505 404 101 0 404 101 0 Clarion loam &: U 3-7 ·1120 672 224 224 884 224 12 
silt loam R 7-13 321 128 64 129 161 80 80 
H 13-18 37 9 9 19 9 9 19 
A5 Dickinson&: U 3-7 109 27 27 55 27 27 55 Thurston .andy R 7-13 65 13 13 39 13 13 39 
soil. H 13-18 6 1 1 4 1 1 4 
AS Carrington &: U 3-7 12 6 2 4 7 3 2 Clarion .andy R 7-13 39 10 10 19 10 10 19 
Mil. H 13-18 1 .. .. 1 .. .. 1 
A7 Dodgeville&: L 0-3 .. ... ... .. .. .. • Millsdale soils U 3-7 12 4 4 4 4 4 4 
R 7-13 25 6 6 13 6 6 13 St IS-up 10 * * 10 .. .. 10 
B8 Downs silt loam U 3-7 18 7 4 7 10 4 4 
R 7-13 21 5 5 11 7 7 7 
B9 Fayette silt U 3-7 114 46 22 46 56 29 29 
loam R 7-13 162 41 41 80 54 54 54 
H 13-18 114 23 23 68 23 23 68 
CI0 Clinton silt U 3-7 24 8 8 8 10 5 9 loam R 7-13 131 33 33 65 44 44 43 
H 13-18 79 16 16 47 20 20 39 
C11 Fayette sands H 13-18 1 • .. 1 ... • 1 
D13 Webster soil. L 0-3 92 74 18 0 74 18 0 
D15 Clyde soil. L ()-3 292 229 58 5 229 58 5 
F18 Buckner-Plainfield 
sand. 
L 0-3 151 91 30 30 91 30 30 
020 Lindley-008Port U 3-7 4 1 1 2 1 1 2 
soil. R 7-13 13 2 2 9 2 2 9 
H 13-18 2 ... .. 2 • ... 2 
024 Wabash soils L 0-3 148 148 0 0 148 0 0 
027 Peat and Muck L 0-3 23 23 0 0 23 0 0 
A2 Terrace eoils- U 3-7 200 
BI4--15 heavy textures 
125 37 38 163 37 0 
---------------AREA TOTAL 4374 2411 864 1099 2841 . 916 617 
.Under 500 acres. 
Note: For abbreviation. see page 121. 
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TABLE 6. ESTIMATED ACREAGES OF CROPS FOR WAR PRODUCTION BY 
SOIL TYPE AND SLOPE CLASS FOR NORTH CENTRAL 
CASH GRAIN AREA. 
(Thousands of acres) 
Rota- With present With conservation 
Soil type Slope tion practices practices 
class land ---
--
-------
Group percent acres 
No. Name IT SG SC IT SG se 
----------------
A2 Tama silt loam L (}--3 71 57 14 0 57 14 0 
Marshall silt loam U 3-7 86 51 18 17 69 17 0 
R 7-13 51 21 10 20 31 10 10 
II 13-18 1 '" '" 1 '" '" 1 
A3 Shelby silt loam R 7-13 5 1 1 3 2 1 2 
A4 Carrington and L 0-3 126 101 25 0 • 101 25 O' 
Clarion loam U 3-7 1569 941 314 314 1255 314 0 
and silt loam R 7-13 794 318 159 317 397 199 198 
H 13-18 115 29 29 57 29 29 57 
A5 Dickinson and U 3-7 2 1 
'" 
1 1 '" 1 Pierce sandy soils R 7-13 22 4 4 14 4 4 14 
A6 Carrington and L (}--3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Clarion sandy soils U 3-7 34 . 13 '7 14 16 9 9 
R 7-13 41 10 10 21 10 10 21 
II 13-18 3 * 1 2 1 1 1 
A7 Dodgeville silt loam R 7-13 1 '" * 1 '" '" 
1 
B9 Fayette silt loam U 3-7 2 1 '" 1 1 '" 1 R 7-13 1 
'" '" 
1 '" '" 1 
CIO Ames silt loam L (}--3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Clinton silt loam U 3-7 5 2 1 2 3· 1 1 
R 7-13 5 1 1 3 2 2 1 
D13 Webster soils L (}--3 2319 1855 464 0 1855 464 0 
D15 Clyde silt loam L (}--3 16 13 3 0 13 3 0 
F18 Terraces-sandy L (}--3 .28 16 6 6 18 5 5 
texture U 3-7 27 13 7 7 17 5 5 
G20 Lindley and Sogn II 13-18 1 '" '" 1 '" '" 1 
G21 Cass, Sarpy and L (}--3 1 1 '" '" 1 '" '" G22 similar bottomland 
G23 soils 
G24 Wabash soils L (}--3 239 239 0 0 239 0 0 
G27 Peat and Muck L (}--3 64 64 0 0 64 0 0 
A2 Terrace soils-heavy L 9--3 14 14 0 0 14 0 0 
D14 texture. U 3-7 202. 122 40 40 161 40 1 
-------------------AREA TOTAL 5851 3890 1116 845 4363 1155 333 
*Under 500 acres. 
Note: For abbreviations see page 121. 
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'fABLE 7. 'ESTIMATED ACREAGES OF CROPS FOR WAR PRODUCTION ,BY 
SOIL TYPE ANJ? SLOPE CLASS FOR WESTERN LIVESTOCK AREA. 
(Thou.and. of acres) 
Rota- With present With conservation 
Soil type Slope tion practices practiccs 
cla •• land 
------------Group percent aCres 
No. Name IT SG SC IT SG SC 
---------------
Al Knox silt loam H 13-18 27 6 5 16 9 5 13 
St 18--up 12 2 2 8 2 2 8 
A2 MarshalIBilt lQam L (}--3 449 359 90 0 359 90 0 U 3-7 1410 846 282 282. 1128 282 0 
R 7-13 1621 649 324 648 973 325 323 
H 13-18 579 145 145 289 193 193 193 
St 18--up 51 9 8 34 9 8 34 
A3 Shelby loam and U 3-7 15 5 5 5 6 4 5 
silt loam R 7-13 44 11 11 22 18 9 17 H 13-18 13 2 2 9 2 2 9 
A3 MarshaUsilt loam R 7-13 20 7 7 6 8 4 8 (shaUow phase) H 13-18 55 14 14 27 19 18 18 
A4 Carrington and L (}--3 47 37 10 0 37 10 0 Clarion loam and U 3-7 355 213 71 71 284 71 0 
silt loam R 7-13 134 54 27 53 67 34 33 
H 13-18 12 3 3 6 3 3 6 
A5 DickinBon and U 3-7 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 Pierce sandy soils R 7-13 1 .. .. 1 .. .. 1 
A6 Carrington and R 7-13 5 
Clarion sandy Boils 
1 1 3 1 'I 3 
B8 Marshall silt loam R 7-13 36 10 10 16 13 10 13 (light colored phase) H 13-18 35 8 8 19 11 10 14 St 18--up 3 1 .. 2 1 .. 2 
D13 Webster soils L (}--3 164 131 33 0 131 33 0 
F18 Buckner and O'Neill L (}--3 10 6 2 2 6 2 2 Bandy Boile U 3-7 .. .. .. • • .. • 
G20 Lindley loam R 7-13 8 2 1 5 2 1 5 H 13-18 2 .. .. 2 • • 2 
G21 Cass, Sarpy and L (}--3 153 92 31 30 92 31 30 G22 similar Bandy 
G23 bottomland soils 
G24 Wabash soils L (}--3 614 614 0 0 614 0 0 
G26 Lamoureand L (}--3 199 
similar soils 
159 40 0 159 40 0 
G27 Peat and Muck L (}--3 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 
A2 Terrace soils-heavy L (}--3 53 37 8 8 45 8 0 A3 textures U 3-7 204 124 40 40 164 40 0 D14 
---------------AREA TOTAL 6336 3550 1181 1605 4359 1237 740 
.Under 500 acres. 
Note: For abbreviations see page 121. 
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TABLE 8. ESTIMATED ACREAGES OF CROPS FOR WAR PRODUCTION BY 
SOIL TYPE AND SLOPE CLASS FOR SOUTHERN PASTURE AREA. 
(Thousand. of acres) 
Rota- With present With conservation 
Soil type Slope tion practices practice. 
clas. land 
--------------Group percent acres 
No. Name IT SG SC IT SG se 
----------------
A2 Tama silt loam L (}-3 12 10 2 0 10 2 0 
U 3-7 406 244 81 81 325 81 0 
R 7-13 275 110 55 110 165 55 55 
A3 Shelby loam and U 3-7 41 14 14 13 21 10 10 
silt loam- R 7-13 640 173 156 311 256 128 256 
H 13-18 220 42 39 139 45 37 138 
St IS-up 2 * * 2 " * 
2 
-
A4 Carrington and U 3-7 38 23 8 7 30 8 0 
Clarion loam R 7-13 24 10 5 9 12 6 6 
and silt loam St IS-up 1 
" '" 
1 
'" " 
1 
AS Shelby sandy loam R 7-13 1 
'" " 
1 
" " 
1 
A6 Carrington and R 7-13 1 
" " 
1 
" " 
1 
Clarion Bandy Boil. 
CI0 Clinton and Weller U 3-7 113 38 38 37 45 23 45 
siltloams R 7-13 49 12 12 25 16 16 17 
H 13-18 2 
'" " 
2 
" " 
2 
013 Muscatine silt loam L (}-3 36 29 7 0 29 7 0 
U 3-7 84 50 17 17 67 17 0 
013 Grundy silt loam L (}-3 726 581 145 0 581 145 0 
U 3-7 388 194 97 97 233 78 77 
014 Terrace Boils-heavy U 3-7 147 88 30 29 118 29 0 
015 textures 
D16 
017 
E16 Edina silt loam L 0-3 13 8 3 2 8 3 2 
E17 Marion silt loam L (}-3 134 53 29 52 65 33 36 
G20 Lindley loam U 3-7 1 
" " 
1 
" " 
1 
R 7-13 1 
" " 
1 
'" " 
1 
H 13-18 33 Ii 5 23 Ii 5 23 
St IS-up 13 2 2 9 2 2 9 
G24 Wabash soils L (}-3 235 235 0 0 235 0 0 
------------
-----
AREA TOTAL 3636 1921 745 970 2268 685 683 
.Under 500 aeres. 
Note: For abbreviations Bee page 121. 
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TABLE 9. ESTIMATED ACREAGES OF CROPS FOR WAR PRODUCTION BY 
SOIL TYPE AND SLOPE CLASS FOR EASTERN LIVESTOCK AREA. 
(Thousands of acres) 
Rota- With present With conservation 
Soil type Slope tion practices practices 
class land 
------
~-
----Group percent acres 
No. Name IT SG SC IT SG SC 
--~ --
--------
Al Knox silt loam R 7-13 7 2 2 3 2 1 4 
A2 Tama silt loam L 0-3 72 57 15 0 57 15 0 
U 3-7 752 452 150 150 588 150 14 
R 7-13 584 233 117 234 350 117 117 
H 13-18 26 9 4 13 9 9 8 
A3 Shelby loam and U 3-7 17 6 6 5 9 4 4 
silt loam R 7-13 67 17 17 33 27 13 27 
H 13-18 7 1 1 5 1 1 5 
A4 Carrington and L o-a 98 78 20 0 78 20 0 
Clarion loam U 3-7 317 191 63 63 254 63 0 
and silt loam R 7-13 172 69 34 69 86 43 43 
H 13-18 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 
A5 Shelby sandy soils U 3-7 5 1 1 3 1 1 3 
R 7-13 35 7 7 21 7 7 21 
H 13-18 34 7 7 20 7 7 20 
A6 Carrington and U 3-7 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Clarion sandy soils R 7-13 * * * * * * * 
B9 Fayette silt loam U 3-7 17 7 3 7 8 5 4 
H 13-18 16 3 3 10 3 3 10 
St IS-up 7 1 1 5 1 1 5 
em Clinton silt loam U 3-7 288 96 96 96 115 58 115 
R 7-13 495 123 123 249 164 163 168 
H 13-18 126 25 25 76 32 31 63 
St IS-up 4 1 1 2 1 1 2 
C12 Clinton silt loam R 7-13 10 (shallow phas.) 2 2 6 3 2 5 
013 Muscatine silt loam L o-a 422 338 84 0 338 84 0 
U 3-7 140 84 28 28 112 28 0 
R 7-13 5 2 1 2 3 1 1 
013 Grundy silt loam L 0--3 235 188 47 0 188 47 0 
U 3-7 247 123 62 62 148 50 49 
D15 Clyde soils L o-a 39 31 8 0 31 8 0 
E17 Marion silt loam L 0--3 21 9 4 8 11 5 5 
F18 Buckner sands U 3-7 6 3 2 1 4 1 1 
G20 Lindley loam R 7-13 6 1 1 4 1 1 4 
H 13-18 26 4 4 18 4 4 18 
St IS-up 4 1 1 2 1 1 2 
G24 Wabash soils L o-a 408 408 0 0 408 0 0 
A2 C9 Terrace Boils U 3-7 360 
Cll D15 heavy textures 
216 72 72 288 72 0 
---------------AREA TOTAL 5081 2798 1014 1269 3342 1019 720 
*U nder 500 acres. . 
Note: For abbreviations eee psge 121. 
TABLE 10. 1940 ACREAGES, COUNTY PLANNING BOARD RECOMMENDATIONS, WAR ESTIMATES, AND APPROXIMATE POST-WAR 
ADJUSTMENTS-NORTHEAST DAIRY AREA. (THOUSANDS OF ACRES) . 
-"4 0 ~ ~ c 'E ~ i !l .. 
" 
0 
" " " 
:El 
'" := ::a .... ~ .... <l C!l OJ 't:I 11 
" " 
c 
" County =1! " .. .. ~ .... ..cl ..cl .. i 0 0' ~ -'.1 ~ ..cl ~ 0 1 " c t: '" a ~ " <§ " ~ .. " c co " " .g .!1 ~ tE: :El 0 ~ fi 0 Ql co c =a " fi 0 ~ ~ 0 0 ~ := ~ A ~ 0 5 A 
" 
.., 
Erosion class A A A A A A A A A A A B B B C C C C 
----------------
------------------I. Land area 6,409 362 278 363 372 363 318 317 300 299 255 255 365 463 364 409 502 385 439 
2. Land in farms 5,823 319 254 336 334 328 295 290 277 272 233 233 335 427 333 359 444 347 407 
3. Woodland P & NP 566 18 15 18 15 6 15 11 9 13 4 6 25 29 36 128 lOS 56 54 
4. AGRICULTURAL LAND 270' . 5. 1940 5,254 303 240 318 322 317 280 274 256 228 228 307 382 295 238 339 307 350 
6. County Planning 5,302 301 240 320 321 321 280 279 276 257 229 227 310 396 304 244 34,8 295 354 
7. Estimate 5,259 301 239 318 319 322 280 279 269 259 229 227 310 398 297 231 336 292 353 
8. PEnMANENT PASTURE 
9. 1940 866 46 62 69 54 39 64 26 50 20 27 31 51 78 27 51 49 62 60 
10. County Planning 1,022 40 49 83 62 52 73 38 62 25 29 34 69 94 71 54 66 71 50 
11. Estimate 885 31 45 52 50 53 55 41 55 27 29 25 60 100 45 50 50 50 67 
12. ALL HAY AND PASTURE 
13. 1940 2,422 125 103 143 124 108 128 91 130 90 84 83 150 186 170 145 190 186 186 
14. County Planning 2,476 122 106 158 141 123 136 109 146 96 82 86 160 201 163 149 173 153 172 
15. Est. min. (Pres. prac.) 1,981 91 81 105 99 100 102 81 97 65 68 71 125 171 128 118 155 158 166 
16. Est. min. (Cons. prac.) 1,498 53 58 81 77 78 85 58 75 36 43 60 92 137 96 99 113 130 127 
17. ROTATION LAND 
18. 1940 4,388 257 178 249 268 278 216 248 220 236 201 197 256 304 268 187 290 245 290 
19. County Planning 4,280 261 191 237 259 269 207 241 214 232 200 193 241 302 233 190 282 224 304 
20. Estimate 4,374 270 194 266 269 269 225 238 214 232 200 202 250 298 252 181 286 242 286 
21. INTER TILLED CROPS 
22. 1940 1,727 122 84 118 132 135 93 120 81 97 82 86 97 120 81 49 77 66 87 
23. County Planning 1,641 109 86 99 105 116 85 100 67 96 84 82 86 III 86 58 98 76 97 
24. Est. max. (Pres. prac.) 2,410 157 120 162 171 170 135 151 129 147 123 117 134 '166 115 79 124 82 .128 
25. Est. max. (Cons. prac.) 2,843 195 142 185 191 . 191 150 172 150 175 146 126 164 199 141 .93 159 102 162 
26. SMALL onAINS 
27. 1940 1,105 56 53 57 66 74 59 63 59 69 62 59 60 76 44 44 72 55 77 
28. County Planning 1,185 70 48 63 75 82 59 70 63 65 63 59 64 84 55 37 77 66 85 
29. Est. min. (Pres. prac.) 866 53 38 51 49 52 43 47 41 47 38 39 51 61 54 34 57 52 59 
30. Est. min. (Cons. prac.) 918 .53 39 52 51 53 45 49 44 48 40 41 54 62 60 39 64 60 64 
31 .. SOIL CONSERVING CROPS 
32. 1940 1,556 79 41 74 70 69 64 65 80 70 57 52 99 108 143 94 141 124 126 
33. County PlanniJlg 1,454 82 57 75 79 71 63 71 84 71 53 52 91 107 92 95 107 82 122 
34. Est. min. (Pres. prac.) 1,096 60 36 53 49 47 47 40 42 38 39 46 65 71 83 68 105 108 99 
35. Est. min. (Cons.prac.) 613 22 13 29 27 25 30 17 20 9 14 35 32 37 '51 49 63 80 60 
36. Appnox. FaST-WAR ADJUSTMENT 
':'39 37. Intertilled crops -769 -48 -34 -63 -66 -54 -50 -51 -62 -51 -35 -48 -55 -29 -21 -26 -6 -31 
38. Small grains 318 17 10 12 26 30 16 23 21 ' 18 25 20 13 23 1 3 20 14 26 
39. All hay and pasture 495 31 25 53 42 23 34 28 49 31 14 15 35 30 35 31 18 -5 6 
---
-~-
--
Note: For abbreviations see page 121. 
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TABLE 11. 1940 ACREAGES, COUNTY PLANNING BOARD RECOMMENDATIONS, WAR ESTIMATES. AND APPROXIMATE POST-WAR 
ADJUSTMENTS-NORTH CENTRAL CASH GRAIN AREA. (THOUSANDS O!!, ACRES) 
., 
County 
g CI ~,!4.:d c .s ~ 11'.1 ~..... .s t.1 0 0:5 all .=: § ~ 0 lil:li! ~""a- gil ,,-a<.<:r 
g ~ ~ .~ e e e ~ ~ :3 ~ ~ .; g ~ 0 0 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 
=~ <i ~ 
<D 
A 
I 
..c ~ 
~ 
i 
A A 
~ 
B 
~. 
~ 
B 
~ 
B Erosion class 
1. Land area 
2. Land in farms 
3. Woodland P &; NP 
4. AORICULTllllAL LANl> 
A A A A A A A A A A A A A A 
17:2381364 364 360 241252 370 367 365 3a5 m 629 253359 369 1-1--1--,--,--,--
6,606 327 337 325 222 231 343 338 343 331 259 667 238 333 340 
243 30 2 7 3 4 6 16 11 3 5 8 2 5 1 
363145713681378\364 \372 332 414 337 345 332 312 
19 30 7 33 18 33 
316138613311312'1310 317 383 330 308 315 
5. 1940 
6. County Planning 
7. Estimate 
6 ,326129613281327121712261335131913271331 1243155812351326 6,353 298 334 322 218 226 336 326 333 314 249 565 235 320 
6,363 297 334 318 219 227 337 322 333 328 254 660 236 328 
337 
343 
339 313 384 330 311 314 
266 
281 
279 
8. PERMANENT PASTURE 
9. 1940 
10. County Planning 
11. Estimate 
12. ALL HAY AND PASTUR.E 
13. 1940 
14. County Planning 
15. Est. min. (Pres. prac.) 
16. E.t. min. (Con •. prac.) 
17. ROTATION LAND ' 
467 
665 
512 
24 
30 
30 
1,9481 89 2,022 79 
1,355 79 
843 50 
14 
17 
18 
92 
83 
48 
26 
18. 1940 ' 5,859 
19. County Planning 5,688 
20. Estimate 5,851 
2721314 268 317 
267 316 
21. INTERTILLED CROPS 
22. 1940 2,648 
23. County Planning ,2,558 
24. Est. max. (Pres. prac.) 3,890 
25. . Est. max. (Cons. pra •. ) 4,360 
26. SMALL ORAINS 
27.' 10~0 1,730 
28. County Planning 1,773 
29. E.t. min. (Pres. pra •. ) 1, 118 
30. Est. min. (Cons. prac,) I, 160 
31. SoIL CONSERVINO CROPS 
32. 1940 , 1,481 
33. County Planning 1,357 
34. Est. min. (Pres. prac.) 843 
35. Est. min. (Cons. prRc.) 331 
134 
124 
165 
191 
73 
95 
53 
56 
65 
49 
49 
20 
145 
154 
224 
244 
01 
97 
62 
64 
78 
66 
30 
8 
39 
44 
25 
111 
118 
74 
46 
288 
278 
293 
125 
123 
191 
218 
91 
81 
53 
54 
72 
74 
49 
21 
29 
34 
33 
73 
91 
68 
49 
188 
184 
186 
75 
76 
119 
137 
69 
51 
32 
33 
44 
57 
35 
16 
18 
25 
16 
67 
75 
62 
35 
208 
201 
211 
87 
89 
124 
,149 
72 
62 
41 
43 
49 
50 
46 
19 
31 
35 
30 
16 
42 
20 
1191 91 119 110 
89 75 
58 . 38 
21 
33 
26 
99 
82 
48 
33 
25 
32 
25 
106 
112 
73 
50 
304130313061306 301 284 300 282 
307 302 307 303 
140 
130 
189 
219 
76 
87 
59 
60 
88 
84 
59 
28 
151 
133 
187 
221 
77 
83 
'60 
63 
'15 
68 
55 
18 
1381132 144 119 
224 196 
238 217 
90 
107 
61 
62 
78 
49 
22 
7' 
93 
83 
59 
61 
81 
80 
48 
25 
36. ApPKOX. POST-WAR AD~U8TMENT 
38. Small grains 655 
37. lntertilled crops /-1,332 
39. All hay and pasture ,667 
-41 
42 
o 
-70 1-681-431-351-591-541-80 1-77 35 28 19 21 28 23 46 24 
35 44 23 13 30 35 34 39 
Note: For abbreviations see page 121. 
10 
13 
14 
6'1 
65 
41 
24 
'28 
n 
36 
156 
161 
83 
48 
19 
36 
26 
62 
83 
47 
34 
27 
34 
28 
96 
115 
62 
39 
9 
22 
'8 
93 
101 
50 
23 
22 
25 
20 
101 
90 
67 
41 
16 
25 
15 
108 
94 
38 
23 
18 
30 
15 
.97 
85 
50 
28 
40 
43 
40 
112 
115 
99 
62 
30 
55 
43 
III 
135 
117 
81 
31 
39 
44 
98 
109 
85 
55 
233 
236 
240 
530 \2161299\3281.294 514 199 286 321 292 
524 210 300 331 293 
370 
358 
369 
313\2721280 1235 300 265 260 242 
315 271 271 2~5 
104 
108 
167 
182 
72 
76 
46 
48 
57 
52 
27 
10 
224 
229 
376 
408 
178 
1'15 
101 
104 
128 
110 
47 
12 
81 1130 1143 83 120' 148 
152 218 226 
165 240 251 
92 
69 
37 
37 
43 
47 
,21 
8 
100 
85 
48' 
49 
69 
81 
34 
11 
101 
94 
63 
65 
84 
79 
42 
15 
-591-1471-69\-98 30 74 32 37 
24 '18 36 63 
-78 
31 
51' 
14211661141 1142 142 168' 136 120 
189 273, 218 159 
213 287 238. 192 
'13 112 
85 121 
57 73 
59 74 
79 92 
65 69 
4'1 23 
21 8 
93 
109 
62 
64 
'19 
55 
35 
13 
58 
73 
53 
57 
72 
72 
50 
22 
129 
112 
144 
173 
70 
68 
53 
60 
'S1' 
80 
74 
38 
.119 
100 
149 
177 
49 
72 
45 
47 
67 
70 
41 
11 
-47 105 
28 48 
23 66 
-82 \-39\-32\-49 47 20 15 27 
35 16 18 24 
I-L 
CO 
c:.:l 
TABLE 12. 1940 ACREAGES, COUNTY PLANNING BOARD RECOMMENDATIONS, WAR ESTIMATES, AND APPROXIMATE POST-WAR 
ADJUSTMENT8-WESTERN'LIVESTOCK AREA. (THOUSANDS OF ACRES) 
----------
~ I ~ ~ " <l 1! ..., <l 8 -= .S! ~ " <l ~ 0 0 §. 0 " 0 J ' s County =.; " " ~ 1l .. <l ...,,, >. :g 0 i 0 ~ .. +> <§ <l ''; tl <l g '" S ''; '" = " O+> .., ~ ~ .. " 0 " 'g '" " f ... 3 0 '" Il-<" <l 0 0 " -= ." >. " " .. " :;;: :;;: 0 " ~ -= ~ 
" 
';Q b 0 0 .... ..:l <I.l Ci.i -< 0 0 
"" 
:= :;;: Il-< <I.l 
Erosion class A A B B B B B B C C C C C C C C C C C C C 
----------
--------------
----
--
--
------
----
I. Land area 8,251 365 364 367 367 275 369 367 490 284 358 458 328 442 275 452 271 340 550 612 376 541 
2. Land in fanns 7,595 340 336 336 342 259 346 339 455 267 333 423 292 398 247 392 251 322 511 554 350 50~ 
3. Woodland P & NP 288 6 3 7 8 2 6 5 4 5 11 15 16, 41 16 42 11 10 7 31 7 3'; 
4. AGRICULTURAL LAND 
5. 1940 7.253 333 335 329 334 255 342 335 444 258 320 404 266 350 226 360 241 298 503 509 343 46a 
6. County Planning 7,341 336 333 332 337 258 344 337 454 263 320 410 275 354 235 360 242 300 503 525 343 48U 
7. Estimate 7,310 334 333 329 334 257 340 335 451 263 322 408 276 357 231 349 240 312 505 522 344 46a 
8. PERMANENT PASTunE 
9. 1940 604 25 40 22 60 24 41 26 43 20 29 33 8 15 15 29 27 28 60 24 15 2U 
10. County Planning 1.087 35 37 43 65 42 39 32 58 65 41 87 36 42 32 53 48 60 73 61 55 83 
11. Estimate 974 20 25 39 58 27 34 30 51 50 55 70 50 '61 24 49 28 65 75 48 46 69 
12. ALL HAY AND PASTURE 
i05 13. 1940 2,741 101 125 121 93 99 114 125 123 145 169 103 130 90 135 111 145 169 207 156 17.'i 
14. County Planning 2.748 113 115 119 140 102 124 122 140 134 121 ISO 106 102 97 125 112 131 171 175 120 199 
15. Est. min. (Pres. pmc.) 2.583 69 98 89 108 91 88 87 142 112 121 177 101 149 78 1;43 76 131 221 194 131 177 
16. Est. min. (Cons. prac.) 1,718 30 44 50 69 55 48 47 80 85 88 128 76 115 50 120 46 96 149 125 91 126 
17. ROTATION LAND 
18. 1940 6.649 308 295 307 274 231 301 309 401 238 291 371 258 335 211 331 214 ,270 443 485 328 4fl1 
19. County Planning 6.254 301 296 289 272 216 305 305 396 198 279 323 239 312 203 307 194 240 430 464 288 397 
20. Estimate 6.336 3(4 308 290 276 230 306 305 400 213 267 338 226 296 207 300 212 247 430 474 298 399 
21. INTERTILLED CROPS 
'147 22. 1940 2,869 136 126 128 131 102 122 140 174 85 '117 131 152 101 145 88 106 198 218 120 202 
23. County Planning 2,801 141 128 133 124 100 131 136 170 78 120 132 128 150 91 136 73 97 200 236 130 167 
24. Est. mal<. ~Pres. prac.) 3.548 204 176 182 171 119 193 187 228 114 152 168 139 154 118 158 129 137 198 244 161 216 
25. Est. mRX. Cons. prac.) 4.356 241 229 220 209 153 233 226 288 140 185 210 163 181 144 175 158 171 267 305 197 261 
26. SMALL GRAINS 
27. 1940 1,643 92 108 76 82 60 121 81 145 50 58 88 32 68 35 80 42 47 136 84 67 91 
28. County Planning 1.792 82 90 80 73 56 89 79 144 51 79 98 41 102 47 99 57 72 132 114 93 114 
29. Est. min. (Pres. prac.) 1,1.79 61 59 58 55 47 59 61 81 37 49 63 36 54 35 48 35 44 86 84 52 7.'i 
30. Est. min. (Cons. prac.) 1,236 63 60 59 56 49 59 62 83 38 49 70 36 61 37 54 36 45 89 92 56 81 
31. SOIL CON"ERVING CROPS 
32. 1940 2.137 80 61 103 61 69 58 88 82 103 116 136 95 115 75 106 84 117 109 183 141 155 
33. County Planning 1,661 78 78 76 75 60 85 90 82 69 80 93 70 60 65 72 64 71 98 114 65 116 
34. Est. min. (Pres. prRc.) 1.609 49, 73 50 50 64 54 57> 91 62 66 107 51 88 54 94 48 66 146 146 85 lOa 
35. Est. min. (Cons. prac.) 744 10 19 11 11 28 14 17 29 35 33 58 26 54 26 71 18 31 74 77 45 57 
36. ApPROX. POST-WAR ADIUSTMENT 
37. IntertiUed crops -747 -fi3 -48 -49 -47 -19 -fi2 -51 -58 -36 -32 -36 -11 -4 -27 -22 -56 -40 2 -8 -31 -49 
38. Small grains 613 21 31 22 18 9 30 18 63 14 30 35 5 48 12 51 22 28 46 30 41 39 
39. All hay and pasture 165 44 17 30 32 11 36 35 -2 22 0 3 5 -47 19 -18 36 o -00 -19 -11 22 
, Note: For abbreviations see page 121. 
..... 
c.:I 
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TABLE 13. 19iO ACREAGES. COUNTY' PLANNING BOARD RECOMMENDATIONS. WAR ESTIMATES. AND APPROXIMATE POST-WAR 
ADJUSTMENT8---S0UTHERN PASTURE AREA. (THOUSANDS OF ACRES) 
" 
a 
" f 
'" " 
a c c .. a 
" 
~ County = ..! 'r:: 0 == " 0 1l 0 a .. " a ., ., 
" 
.!= e " ~ .. .. 
., 0 ~ ij 0 a ~ f a 
-<" .:: :; ... " .. .;: fi .. :a "5 ;;', 0 ~ -a " .. .. ... " a ~ " 'il " ~ .." .." Po ..!! " ., " " 0 <: " ·s .. c ~ ~ ~ ~ 
" " 
... ..:l -< -< -< 0 Q Q ..:l ... :;l > 
Erosion class B B B B C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C 
----
----------------
------------
--------
I. Land area 6.411 381 276 327 274 367 283 328 274 321 341 278 360 360 276 346 338 273 308 365 335 
2. Land in {arms 5.852 350 252 281 246 341 248 306 252 295 314 251 328 326 252 314 320 250 283 331 312 
3. Woodland P & NP 702 33 32 74 36 10 13 46 28 42 44 45 37 38 40 22 20 19 74 25 24 
4. AGIUCULTURAL LAND 
5. 1940 5.123 304 223 244 205 329 240 248 223 256 255 206 297 279 200 295 294 229 212 297 287 
6. County Planning 5.152 318 219 207 208 331' 236 262 223 245 253 208 296 292 208 292 310 231 223 300 290 
7. Estimate 5.148 317 220 207 209 330 235 260 224 253 270 206 292 289 212 292 300 230 209 305 288 
8. PERMANENT PASTURE 
9. 1940 1,074 50 64 72 48 69 55 42 56 50 40 35 88 56 42 39 41 64 56 72 35 
10. County Planning 1,702 71 73 47 64' 101 74 101 82 104 136 64 105 74 79 101 103 87 65 76 95 
11. Estimate 1,512 118 68 49 65 90 70 70 '75 90 95 62 100 75 80 75 65 70 70 90 85 
12. ALL HAY AND PASTURE 
13. 1940 3,195 135 135 146 120 177 137 188 149 189 181 139 171 152 138 200 172 147 144 173 202 
14. County Planning 2,932 153 121 103 114 180 124 165 132 161 184 119 161 144 130 182 170 136 127 146 ISO 
15. Est. min. (Pres. prac.) 2.481 143 94 92 99 180 112 125 92 138 148 101 157 127 115 135 126 114 102 146 135 
16. Est. min. (Cons. pmc.) 2;193 114 90 85 93 150 91 115 95 129 140 88 126 105 110 125 100 94 97 121 125 
17. ROTATION LAND 
18. 1940 4,049 254 159 172 157 260 185 206 167 206 215 171 209 223 158 256 253 165 156 225 252 
19. County Planning 3,450 247 146 160 144 230 162 161 141 141 117 144 191 218 129 191 207 144 .158 224 195 
20. Estimate 3,636 249 152 158 144 240 165 190 149 163 175 144 192 214 132 217 235 160 139 215 203 
21. INTERTJLLED CROPS 
22. 1940 1,337 114 61 65 60 104 71 43 50 49 51 48 93 87 45 62 82 59 48 91 54 
23. County Planning 1,292 97 61 63 52 91 69 54 52 49 39 49 78 86 43 67 84 56 55 84 63 
24. Est. max. (Pres. pra •. ) 1,917 123 92 80 80 103 90 97 101 82 87 77 97 121 68 112 127 82 77 116 105 
25. Est. max. (Cons. prac.) 2.268 154 100 90 89 136 113 110 101 94 99 92 128 145 77 128 156 105 85 143 123 
26. SMALL GRAINS 
27. 1940 591 55 27 33 25 48 32 17 24 18 23 19 33 40 17 33 40 23 20 33 31 
28. County Planning 928 68 37 41 43 59 43 43 39 35 30 40 57 62 35 43 56 39 41 70 47 
29. Est. min. (Pre •. prac.) 750 51 34 35 30 47 33 38 31 33 35 28 38 41 29 45 47 34 30 43 48 
30. Est. min. (Cons. prac.) 687 49 30 32 27 44 31 35 28 30 31 26 38 39 . 25 39 44 31 27 41 40 
31. SoIL CONSERVING CROPS 
32. 1940 2,121 85 71 74 72 108 82 146 93 139 141 104 83 96 96 161 131 83 88 101 167 
33. County Planning 1.230 82 48 56 50 79 50 64 50 57 48 55 56 70 51 81 67 49 62 70 85 
34. Est. min. ~Pres. prac.) 969 75 26 43 34 90 42 55 17 48 53 39 57 52 35 60 61 . 44 32 56 50 
35. Est. min. Cons. prac.) 681 46 22 36 '28 60 21 45 20 39 45 26 26 30 30 50 35 24 27 31 40 
36. ApPROX. POST-WAR ADlUSTMENT 
37. Intertilled crops I -625 -26 -31 -17 -28 -12 -21 -43 -49 -33 -48 -28 -19 -35 -25 -45 -43 -26 -22 -32 -42 38. Small grains 178 17 3 6 13 12 10 5 8 2 -5 12 19 21 6 -2 ·9 5 11 27 -1 39. All bay and pasture 451 10 27 11 15 0 12 40 40 23 36 18 4 17 15 47 44 22 29 0 45 
- -----
Note: For abbreviations see page 121. 
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TABLE 14. 1940 ACREAGES, COUNTY PLANNING BOARD RECOMMENDATIONS, WAR ESTIMATES, AND APPROXIMATE POST-WAR 
ADJUSTMENTS-EASTERN LIVESTOCK' AREA. (THOUSANDS OF ACRES) 
., t:I .. 
" ~ 0 '" .. :a ",. t;, . ., ~ ·s ~ ] :a '" t:I ~ County =.! '" '" ~ .. .. .c:I '" 0 0 ,£ .. ~ i:' .. ., .. ., .... .. :a ., .. <'" '" ~ II> '" .. Po '" ·S .c:I rl ., ~ ... a :l .14 '" " " '" ~ .. '" .. .. " 0 " .c:I 0 .. " " ~ 0 .. ;:'l 0 ~ ~ ~ 0 " .. ~ ~ 0 ~ 
" " 
~ Q ... ... ..:l p,. <Il . Eo< .... 
Erosion class A B B B B B B B B B ,B B B' B B B B C C C 
----c------------c------------------I. Land area 7,333 321 456 365 442 262 273 374 467 454 253 364 366 276 373 291 459 362 414 390 371 
2. Land in farms 6,659 300 422 334 399 234 250 348 429 401 222 335 338 239 345 263 421 326 363 351 339 
3. Woodland P & NP 538 2 21 23 21 36 30 33 23 39 31 27 18 25 11 15 25 30 64 35 29 
4. AGRICULTURAL LAND 
5. 1940 6,130 298 403 317 372 196 228 317 404 361 194 317 317 215 329 241 391 302 308 327 293 
6. County Planning 6,116 300 402 31.1 378 201 224 319 399 366 190 309 325 214 340 248 398 298 267 320 307 
7. Estimate 6,123 298 402 311 378 199 220 315 406 362 191 308 320 214 334 248 396 297 299 316 309 
8. PERMANENT PASTURE 
9. 1940 901 36 44 28 30 40 60 28 83 60 33 . 77 40 26 33 30 43 61 72 38 39 
10. County Planning 1,263 42 55 41 67 45 70 87 88 84 32 94 59 26 90 40 88 68 47 50 90 
11. Estimate 1,042 36 40 35 45 43 60 45 85 71 30 75 47 30 45 40 60 66 75 35 79 
12. ALL HAY AND PASTURE 
13. 1940 3,082 115 174 1M 191 94 127 181 205 165 88 169 138 97 178 109 193 161 211 177 155 
14. County PlaQJ1ing 2,906 131 174 140 180 95 118 172 184 170 76 161 146 89 175 105 188 145 143 155 159 
15. Eot. min. ~Preo. prac.) 2,313 85 117 100 124 77 82 141 176 133 62 128 130 64 117 78 134 122 165 128 150 
16. Eot. min. Cons. prac.) 1,762 46 73 67 86 68 78 112 134 96 48 110 98 46 78 59 94 106 148 94 121 
17. RGTATION LAND 
241 18. 1940 5,229 262 359 289 342 156 ,168 289 321 301 161 240 277 189 296 211 348 236 289. 2M 
19. County Planning 4,853 258 347 270 311 156 154 232 311 282 158 215. 266 188 250 208 310 230 220 270 217 
20. Eotimate 5,081 262 362 276 333 156 160 270 321 291 161 233 273 184 289 208 336 231 224 281 230 
21. INTERTILLED CROPS 
22. 1940 2,071 127 147 107 123 73 76 88 133 137 78 101 122 87 .102 82 130 100 58 '103 97 
23. County Planning 1,980 112 139 107 119 63 65 87 134 121 68 88 113 83 97 86 127 99 80 102 90 
24. Est. max. (Pres. prac.) 2,797 166 216 155 187 92 102 114 172 171 100 130 138 114 164 131 200 123 83 128 III 
25. Est. ma". (Cons. prac.) 3,341 205 258 185 221 102 109 142 212 204 115 154 167 133 204 151 238 146 99 160 136 26. SMALL GRAINS 
27. 1940 977 56 82 56 58 29 25 48 66 59 28 47 57 31 49 50 68 41 39 47 41 
28. County Planning 1,230 57 89 64 79 43 41 60 81 75 46 60 66 42 68 57 83 M 44 63 58 
29. Est. mn. (Pres. pra •. ) 1.013 47 69 56 67 30 36 60 58 58 29 50 52 36 53 39 62 52 51 60 48 
30. Est. mn. (Cons. prac.) 1,020 47 71 59 71 29 33 61 60 62 28 44 55 35 52 38 64 45 52 ,62 52 31. SOIL CONSERVING CROPS 
32. 1940 2,181 79 130 126 161 M 67 153 122 105 55 92 98 71 145 79 150 100 139 139 116 
33. County Planning 1,643 89 119· 99 113 50 48 85 96 86 44 67 87 63 85 65 100 77 96 105 69 34. Est. min. (Pres. prac.) 1,271 49 77 65 79 34 22 96 91 62 32 53 83 34 72 38 74 56 90 93 71 35. Est. mn. (Cons. prac.) 720 10 33 32 41 25 18 67 49 25 18 35 51 16 33 19 34 40 73 59 42 
36. ApPROx. POllT-WAR AD1USTIoIBNT 
37. Intertilled crops 
I 
-817 -M -77 -48 -68 -29 -37 -27 -38 -50 -32 -42 -25 -31 -67 -45 -73 -24 -3 -26 -21 
38. Small grains 217 10 20 8 ' 12 13 5 .0 23 17 17 10 14. 6 15 18 21 2 -7 3 10 
39. All hay and pasture 593 46 57 40 56 18 36 31 . 8 37 14 
" 33 16 ,25 58 27 54 23 -22 27 9 
-------- C- .. ---
Note: For abbreviations see page 121. 
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Group 
Group 
Group 
Group 
Group 
Group 
Group 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6 . 
7. 
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APPENDIX 
CLASSIFICATION OF SOILS OF IOWA 
A. PRAIRIE SOILS AND CIJOSEL Y RELATED ~INDS 
Prairie soils formed from coarse loess. 
(~arshall·Knox area) 
Prairie soils formed from medium·textured loess and al-
luvium. 
(Marshall-Knox, Tama-Shelby, Tama, Tama·Muscatine 
areas) 
Prairie soils formed from fine-textured materials. 
(Gl'Undy-Shelby, Tama-Shelby areas) 
Prairie soils formed from medium-textured till. 
(Carrington-Clyde, Clarion-Webster, Tama-Shelby areas) 
Sandy Prairie soils with low water-holding capacity. 
(All regions, especially Clarion-Webster, Carrington-Clyde 
areas) 
. Sandy Prairie soils with fair water-holding capacity. 
(All regions of Prairie and Prairie-like soils) 
Prairie soils that are shallow over bedrock. 
('Tama, Carrington-Clyde, Grundy-Shelby areas) 
B. SOILS OF 'PRE PRAIRIE-FOREST TRANSITION BEJJTS 
Group 8. Prairie-forest transition SOils formed from medium-textured 
loess. 
(Fayette, Tama and Tama-Muscatine areas) 
C. GRAY-BROWN PODZOLIC SOILS AND CLOSEJ,Y REJ,ATED KINDS 
(FORESTED AREAS) 
Group 9. Gray-Brown Podzolic soil~ formed fi·om medium-textured 
parent material 
(Fayette, Clinton-Lindley-Weller, Tama areas) 
Group 10. Gray-Brown PodzoUc soils formed from fine-textured par-
ent materials. 
(Clinton-Lindley· Weller, Grundy-Shelby areas) 
Group 11. Sandy Gray-Brown Podzolic soils with fair water-holding 
capacity. 
(Fayette, Clinton·Lindley-Weller areas) 
Group 12. Gray-Brown Podzolic soils that are shallow over bedrock. 
(Fayette, Clinton-Lindley-Weller areas) 
D. DARK-COLORED SOlI,S WITH RESTRICTED TO POOR DRAINAGE 
(WIESENBODEN, CHIEFJN) 
Group 13. Level to gently sloping, dark-colored soils with slow to fair 
drainage. 
(Clarion-Webster, Grundy·Shelby, Marshall-Knox, Tama-
Muscatine areas) 
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Group 14. Level, dark-colored soils with restricted drainage. 
(Carrington·Clyde, Clarion-Webster, Tama, Marshall-Knox 
areas) 
Group 15. Level to depressed, dark-colored soils with poor drainage. 
(All regions of Prairie and Prairie-like soils) 
E. CLAY PAN SOILS (PLANOSOLS) OF UPLANDS AND TERRACES 
Group 16. Level to gently sloping, light-colored to medium-colored 
soils with slow drainage. 
(Regions in eastern half of Iowa, especially) 
Group 17. Level, light-colored soils with poor internal drainage. 
(Clinton-Lindley-Weller, Grundy·Shelby areas) 
1<'. DRY SANDS: SOILS CONSISTING ALMOST WHOLLY OF S,\ND 
Group 18. Dark-colored sands with extremely low water-holding capa-
city. 
(Areas of Prairie and Prairie-like soils in all parts of Iowa) 
Group 19. Light·colored sands with extremely low water-holding capa-
city. 
(Areas of Gray-Brown Podzolic soils, chiefly in eastern 
third of Iowa) 
G. LITHOSOLS: SHALLOW OR STONY SOILS 
Group 20. Shallow or stony soils. 
Group 21. 
Group 22. 
Group 23. 
Group 24. 
Group 25. 
Group 26. 
Group 27. 
(Scattered through all regions but occurring especially near' 
large streams) 
II. ALLUVIAL SOILS: SOILS OF THE BOTTOMLANDS 
Sandy soils with extremely low water-holding capacity. 
(All regions, especially in the valleys of large rivers) 
Dark-colored sandy soils with fair water-holding capacity. 
(All regions, especially along large rivers) 
Light-colored sandy loams with fair water-holding capacity. 
(All regions of Gray-Brown Podzolic soils) 
Dark-colored soils with adequate water-hOlding capacity and 
drainage. 
(All regions in Iowa) 
Light·colored loams with generally adequate drainage. 
(All regions, especially in those of Gray-Brown Podzolic 
. SOils) 
Darl{-colored clay loams and clays with slow drainage. 
(All regions, especially in valleys of large rivers) 
Organic soils. 
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OF SOIL TYPES WITH SOIL 
GROUP NUMBERS 
Afton silty clay 10am ____________ 14 Dickinson loamy sand ____________ 18 
Ames fine sandy loam ____________ 16 Dickinson sand _________________ 18 
Dickinson sandy 10am ____________ 5 
Benoit loam ____________________ 14 Dodgeville fine sandy loam _______ 7 
Benoit silt 10am _________________ 14 Dodgeville loam ________________ 7 
Benoit silty clay lou.m ____________ 15 Dodgeville sandy loam ___________ 7 
Bertrand loam __________________ 11 Dodgeville silt loam ______________ 7 
Bertrand sandy loam _____________ ll Shallow phase ________________ 20· 
Bertrand silt loam _______ ~ _______ 9 Dow silt loam' __________________ 1 
Boone fine sandy Ioam ___________ 5 Downs silt loam _________________ 8 
Bremer loam ___________________ 14 Dubuque silt loam _______________ l~ 
Bremer silt loam ________________ 14 
Bremer silty clay loam ___________ 15 Edina silt 10am ______ . ___________ 16 
Buckner coarse sand _____________ 18 
Buckner coarse sandy loam _______ 18 Fargo silt loam _________________ .. 14 
Buckner fine sand _______________ 18 Fargo silty clay loam ___________ .. 15 
Buckner fine sandy loam _________ 5 
Buckner gravelly sandy lou.m _____ 5 
Fayette fine sand ________________ 19 
Fayette sand ___________________ 19 
Buckner loam __________________ 5 Fayette silt loam ________________ 9 
Buckner loamy fine sand _________ 18 Shallow phase __ .. _____________ 12 
Buckner loamy 5and _____________ 18 Fayette very tine sandy loam _____ ll 
Buckner sand ___________________ 18 I<'loyd silt loam __________________ 14 
Buck.ner sandy loam _____________ 5 
Buckner silt loam _______________ 2 Garwin silty clay 10am .. __________ 14 
Buckner very fine sandy loam ____ 5 Gasconade loam ________________ 20 
BurChard loam' ________________ 4 Gosport fine sandy loam __________ 20 
Gosport silt loam .. _______________ 20 
Calhoun silt loam _________ ~ ______ 17 Genesee tine sandy loam __________ 23 
Carrington fine sand _____________ 18 Genesce silt loam _______________ ... 25 
carrington fine sandy loam _______ 6 Genesee silty clay loam __________ 25 
Carrington gravelly loam _________ 6 Genesee very fine sandy loam ____ .. 23 
Carrington loam ________________ 4 Grundy clay loam _______________ 13 
Carrington loamy tine sand _______ 18· Grundy silt IOam ________________ 13 
Carrington sand ________________ 18 Grundy silty clay loam ___________ 13 
Carrington sandy loam ___________ 6 
Carrington slit loam _____________ 4 Hagerstown silt loam ____________ 20 
Carrington very fine sandy loam __ 6 Haig- silt loam __________________ 3 
Cass fine sandy loam _____________ 21 Hamburg very fine sandy loam ____ 1 Cass loam ______________________ 22 Hancock loam _______________ . ___ r, 
Cass sand ______________________ 21 Hancock silt loam _______________ 6 
Cass sandy loanL ________________ 21 Hancock very fine sandy loam ____ 5 
Cass slit loan1- _______ .. __________ 24 Haynie loamy fine sando _________ 21 
Cass silty clay loam ______________ 24 Haynie silt loam' _ .. _____________ 23 
Cass very fine sandy loam ________ 22 Haynie very fine sandy loam* ____ 23 
Chariton silt loam _____________ ~_16 Humeston silt loam ______________ 24 
Chaseburg silt loam _____________ 25 
Chelsea loamy fine sand __________ 19 Jackson fine sandy Joam _________ ll 
Clarinda silty clay loam' ________ 3 Jackson silt loam ________________ 16 
Clarion fine sand ________________ 18 Judson fine sandy loam __________ 6 
Clarion tine sandy loam __________ 6 Judson loam ____________________ 24 
Clarion loam ___________________ 4 Judson loamy sand ______________ 18 
Clarion sandy loam ______________ 6 Judson silt loam _________________ 24 
Clarion silt loam ________________ 4 
Clinton tine sand ________________ 19 T{nox fine sand __________________ l~ 
Clinton fine sandy loam __________ ll Knox fine sandy loam ___________ 19 
Clinton loamy fine sand __________ 19 Knox silt loam __________________ 1 Clinton sand ____________________ 19 
Clinton silt loam _______________ 9-10 LilCrogse fine sandy loam ________ 5 
Shallow phase ____ ~ ___________ 12 LaCrosse sandy loam ____________ 5 
Clinton very fine sandy loam ______ l1 Lakeville sandy loam ____________ 5 
Clyde silt loam __________________ 15 Lamoure clay -------- ___________ 26 
Clyde silty elay loam ____________ 15 
Conover silt loam ________________ l0 
Lamoure clay loam ______________ 24 
Lamoure loam -- ________________ 24 
Crawford loam ________________ . 20 Lamoure slit loam _______________ 2.j 
Crawford silt 10am ______________ 20 Lamoure silty clay ______________ 26 
Lamoure silty clay loam _________ 24 
Dickinson fine sandy loam _______ 5 LIndley fine sand ________________ 19 
Dickinson loam _________________ 5 Lindley tine sandy loam __________ ll 
Dickinson loamy tine sand ________ 18 Roug-h phase - ________________ 20 
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Lindley loam _____ ..: _____________ 20 Sarpy silty clay _________________ 26 
Shallow phase ________________ 20 Sarpy silty· clay loam ____________ 23 
Steep phase ________________ :..._20 Sarpy very fine sand _____________ 21 
Lindley sand ___________________ 19 Sarpy very tine sandy loam _______ 23 
Lindley sandy loam ______________ ll SawmlIl silty clay loam __________ 26 
Lhldley silt loam ________________ 10 Sharon fine sandy loam __________ 23 
Lindley very fine sandy loa~-----19 Sharon silt loam ________________ 25 
Shelby fine sandy loam___________ 5 Marcus silt loam ________________ 13 Shelby gravelly sandy loam ______ 5 
Marcus silty clay loam ___________ 13 Shelby loam ____________________ 3 
Marion silt loam _________________ 17 
Marshall silt loam_~--___________ 2 
McPaul silt loam" _______________ 25 
Shelby loamy fine sand __________ 18 
Shelby sandy loam ______________ 5 
Shelby silt loam _________________ 3 
Memphis silt loam _______________ 10 Sioux fine sandy loam ____________ 5 
Memphis very fine sandy loam ____ ll Sioux loam _____________________ 5 Miami loam ____________________ 10 Sioux sandy loam _______________ 5 
Miami silt loam _________________ 10 Sioux silt loam __________________ 6 
Millsdale fine sandy loam ________ 7 
Millsdale loam _______ -' __________ .7 
Millsdale silt loam _______________ 7 
Sogn clay loam __________________ 7 
Sogn silt loam (poorly drained phase) ___________________ ----20 
Muck __________________________ 27 Sogn loam _____________________ 7 
Muscatine slit loam ______________ 13 
Muscatine silty clay loam ________ 13 
Napier slit loam _________________ 25 
Sogn stony silt loam ____________ .. 20 
Sparta tine sand _________ ~ _______ 18 
Sparta sand ____________________ 18 
Steinauer loam" ________________ 4 
Olmitz loam ____________________ 24 
Olmitz silt loam _______________ '-_ 24 
O'Neill coarse sandy loam ________ 18 
O'Neill tine sand _________________ 18 
O'Neill fine sandy loam __________ 5 O'Neill loam ____________________ 5 
O'Neill loamy fine sand __________ 18 
O'Nei\1 loamy sand ______________ 18 
O'Ne111 sand ____________________ 18 
O'Neill sandy loam ______________ 5 
Tama fine sandy loam ___________ 6 
Tama loamy fine sand ____________ 18 
Tama slit loam __________________ 2 
Light colore·d phase ____________ 8 
Thurston loam __________________ 5 
Thurston loamy sand ____________ 18 
Thurston sandy loam ___ • _________ 18 
Thurman loamy fine sand ________ 18 
Traer silt loam __________________ 16 
O'Neill silt loam _________________ 6 Union silt loam __ :.. ___________ .: __ 20 
Peat ___________________________ 27 
Pershing silt loam _______________ 10 
Union silty clay loam __________ ._ 20 
Union stony loam ________________ 20 
Pierce tine sandy loam___________ 5 Pierce loam ____________________ 5 " VVabash clay _______________ ~ ___ 2r, 
Pierce sandy loam_______________ 5 
Plaintleld fine sandy loam ________ ll 
Plaintield loamy fine sand ________ 19 Plalntield loam _________________ 11 
VVabash clay loam _______________ 24 
VVabash fine sandy loam ____ ..: _____ 22 VVabash loam _________________ ~24 
VVabash sandy loam _____________ 22 
Plainfield sand __________________ 19 \Vabash slit loam _______________ 24' 
Plainfield sandy loam ___________ -ll 
Putnam slit loam ________________ 17 
Wabash silty clay _______________ 26 
VVabash silty clay loam _______ 24-26 
Ray silt loam ___________________ 25 
Rockton silt loam" _______________ 7 
VVabash very fine sandy loam _____ 22 
VVaukesha fine sandy loam _______ r, VVaukesha loam ________________ 2 
Rough broken land ______________ 20 VVaukesha sandy loam ___________ 8 
VVaukesha silt loam_____________ 2 Sarpy fine sand __________________ 21 
Sarpy fine sandy loam ___________ 21 Sarpy loam ____________________ 23 
Sarpy loamy sand _______________ 21 
Sarpy sand _____________________ 21 
Sarpy sandy loam _______________ 21 
Sarpy silt loam __________________ 23 
VVebster clay 10am ______________ 14 
VVebster loam __________________ 13 
VVebster silt loam _______________ 13 
Webster silty clay loam __________ 14 
VVeller sut loam ________ .. ________ l0 
"Tentative name 
